WRESTLING MEETS

Partial Schedule Arranged—Workouts Each Afternoon.

With prospects for an excellent schedule of meets the wrestling team is undergoing a workout each afternoon at the Gym. A number of the men from last year are teaching the new candidates the holds and thus greatly helping the coaches who are unable to be present every day. The first meet will probably be with Amherst. The present schedule also includes contests with Yale and Harvard, and every effort is being made to arrange one at Boston. The arrangement is at present in communication with Brown and Harvard and a definite list of the dates will be given in a future issue of THE TECH. There will be no meet with Cushing and Gens as several of their men have been injured. Last year Technology won its entire schedule and Captain Kelly feels that this record will be duplicated.

LYRIC COMPETITION

More Candidates For Writing Lyrics Out Yesterday.

Stage Manager Hughes of the Tech Show held his second meeting with the men desirous of writing lyrics for the Tech Show. This meeting is the place where those men who were not able to get out to the first meeting Wednesday, about ten more came out. Mr. Hughes outlined the situation for the desired lyrics and the nature of the songs required. He asked that the men turn in at least one verse and a chorus of their proposed lyrics by next Thursday, along with any titles that the men may have for the songs. All accepted lyrics will bring the writer an orchestra seat at the Show. Any other men who want to write lyrics can inform Mr. Hughes at the Tech Office or write a note to Captain Kelly.
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